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Dr Palatty is the Head of Southern India Unit UNESCO Chair in Bioethics. Physician, specialized in pharmacology, she came very soon in contact with the economic reality of pharmaceutical companies and their deep influence in administering very expensive drugs. Dr Palatty has always nurtured an innate interest in bioethics that has led her in 2011 to the UNESCO Chair in Bioethics Conference in Singapore when, through a training course, she was able to focus on their goals and learn how to achieve them. In fact, in her own and only faculty of Medicine of southern India in Mangalo, together with her staff members, she succeeded to implement training courses in bioethics for students, constantly applying the principles of UNESCO as part of the administration of new drugs to the patients, without any economic interference. India is a country where medical ethics has a very ancient tradition which, after a long period of silence, can and should sprout again, considering the widespread and growing interest in bioethical dilemmas.
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